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Summary: Traumatic insults to the spinal cord induce both
immediate mechanical damage and subsequent tissue
degeneration leading to a substantial physiological,
biochemical, and functional reorganization of the spinal cord.
Various spinal cord injury (SCI) models have shown the
adaptive potential of the spinal cord and its limitations in the
case of total or partial absence of supraspinal inﬂuence.
Meaningful recovery of function after SCI will most likely
result from a combination of therapeutic strategies, including
neural tissue transplants, exogenous neurotrophic factors,
elimination of inhibitory molecules, functional sensorimotor
training, and/or electrical stimulation of paralyzed muscles or
spinal circuits. Peripheral nerve grafts provide a growthpermissive substratum and local neurotrophic factors to
enhance the regenerative effort of axotomized neurons when

grafted into the site of injury. Regenerating axons can be
directed via the peripheral nerve graft toward an appropriate
target, but they fail to extend beyond the distal graft–host
interface because of the deposition of growth inhibitors at the
site of SCI. One method to facilitate the emergence of axons
from a graft into the spinal cord is to digest the chondroitin
sulfate proteoglycans that are associated with a glial scar.
Importantly, regenerating axons that do exit the graft are
capable of forming functional synaptic contacts. These results
have been demonstrated in acute injury models in rats and cats
and after a chronic injury in rats and have important
implications for our continuing efforts to promote structural
and functional repair after SCI. Key Words: Spinal cord injury,
peripheral nerve graft, axon regeneration, transplantation,
neuroplasticity, chondroitinase.

INTRODUCTION

substratum, such as a segment of peripheral nerve, they are
capable of regenerating for long distances and of being
directed toward a speciﬁc targeted area. Since then, many
investigators have built onto this seminal ﬁnding and have
established using peripheral nerve grafts (PNGs) as a viable
therapeutic treatment of the injured spinal cord [7–10].
Here, we will discuss some basic technical aspects of using
a PNG to promote regeneration, the application of PNGs to
a variety of injury conditions (including a delayed grafting
[chronic injury] approach), the use of PNGs in a combinatorial treatment strategy, and the translation of peripheral
nerve (PN) grafting to large animal models of spinal cord
injury (SCI). This review focuses on results obtained from
grafting peripheral nerve segments into the injured spinal
cord, but it would be remiss not to mention that alternative
approaches using components of peripheral nerves (e.g.,
puriﬁed Schwann cells in implantable guidance channels
[11–21], or the re-routing of a peripheral nerve from its
target muscle to enter the spinal cord distal to an injury [22–
24]) have demonstrated considerable success in establishing connectivity across a lesion site. Notably, the number of

Signiﬁcant strides have been made in our understanding of the potential for regeneration by injured
adult mammalian central nervous system (CNS) neurons.
It has been long known that while axons in the peripheral
nervous system (PNS) are able to regenerate after being
severed, this does not hold true for injured CNS axons.
The reason for this dichotomy was unclear until the
landmark studies of Bray, Aguayo, David, and Richardson
et al. [1–6] in the early 1980s suggested that the environmental milieu available to injured PNS axons might be
more favorable than that encountered by injured CNS
axons. David and Aguayo [3] elegantly demonstrated that
when injured CNS axons are provided with a supportive
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autologous Schwann cells can be expanded in culture prior
to transplantation so that large lesion areas can be
completely ﬁlled. Additionally, there is the potential to
transfect these cells to produce growth-promoting factors
before transplantation. In our experience, PNGs have the
beneﬁt of Schwann cells being aligned in a linear array at
the time of transplantation, which seems to facilitate early
axon ingrowth. PNGs also are a ﬂexible cable that can be
situated extradurally for easy electrophysiological testing.
Technical considerations for using a peripheral nerve
graft
The pioneering work of Aguayo and colleagues
established many of the basic principles by which a
PNG could be used to measure the potential for
regeneration by CNS neurons. Their initial studies
indicated that neurons close to the insertion site were
most likely to be involved in the regenerative response.
That is, a graft at a cervical spinal cord level would
contain axons from cervical propriospinal neurons and
from brain stem neurons, while a graft at thoracic or
lumbar levels would contain axons from local propriospinal neurons but not brain stem neurons [6]. This
observation helped establish the belief that distance of
the lesion/graft from the neuron cell body was critical to
whether a regenerative response was initiated by placement of the PNG. Early studies also established that only
axons that had been injured appeared to grow into the
graft and not collateral sprouts from non-injured,
adjacent axons [25]. This observation indicated that a
PNG serves as a structure where the properties of an
isolated population of regenerating axons may be
studied. This has several advantages over other neural
tissue transplantation procedures. The central portion of a
PN bridge can be physically isolated from surrounding
tissues, making it easily accessible for tract tracing
studies, for direct electrical stimulation to test conduction
by regenerating axons without current spread into the
spinal cord and for the testing of the speciﬁc impact of
regenerating axons on behavioral recovery since the graft
can be sectioned without causing damage to adjacent
spinal cord tissue. In this situation, loss of a previously
recovered function due to the cutting of a PNG would be
strong evidence that axons in the graft had contributed
signiﬁcantly to the recovery [26].
It was determined that pre-degenerated (i.e., segments
of nerve cut and left in situ for 7–10 days prior to
harvesting) peripheral nerves are inﬁltrated by regenerating axons to a greater extent (both in number and
distance) than when freshly cut and harvested nerves are
used [27, 28]. This suggested that the local non-neuronal
cell response to injury during the process of axon
degeneration might be involved in encouraging CNS
axons to regenerate into the PNG, similar to what was
observed with PNS axon regeneration. Further study
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conﬁrmed that extensive structural reorganization of
degenerating myelinated axons into hollow tubes with a
laminin layer (Bands of Büngner) act as physical guides
for linear, long distance growth of axons through the
graft [29, 30]. Also it was suggested that Schwann cells
were activated by PN injury resulting in an upregulation
of neurotrophic factor production that may be important
for attracting axonal ingrowth and supporting long
distance growth through the graft [31, 32]. Messenger
RNA data indicates that levels of NGF and GDNF, but
not BDNF or NT3, are elevated in PNGs at 10 days and
20 days after grafting when comparing levels in the PNG
to adjacent spinal cord tissue [33]. Acellular grafts
(resulting from a freeze-thaw procedure to kill Schwann
cells and ﬁbroblasts) were found to be far less effective
in supporting axonal growth, despite the presence of
laminin coated Bands of Büngner [9, 34, 35]. Another
advantage with using a PNG over other neural tissues for
transplantation is that Schwann cells enthusiastically
form myelin sheaths around many/most of the axons
within the PNG, bestowing on these regenerated ﬁbers
the ability to efﬁciently conduct action potentials at or
near rates observed for intact spinal cord axons [36, 37].
There does not appear to be a restriction on the length
to which regenerating axons will grow, as the majority of
axons extend to the distal end of a PNG irrespective of its
length [1]. We have evidence of axons growing over
4 cm within grafts inserted into the injured cat spinal
cord (for more detail, see Côté et al. [36]) and there is no
reason to believe that growth in longer grafts would not
be possible. It is important to have this ﬂexibility with
regard to the length of grafts so that regenerating axons at
the distal end can be apposed to a speciﬁc target area
(such as a particular level of spinal cord, either a dorsal
or ventral region, or gray matter vs. white matter). Axons
reaching the distal end are presented with the opportunity
to extend back into the spinal cord, yet the majority
remain within the graft. This is true no matter what the
source of axons within the graft or the region of
apposition, and this represents the next major hurdle to
be overcome in the ﬁeld of transplantation and regeneration. There are a few axons that will cross the graft-host
interface and extend for short distances (<100 μm)
without any manipulation of the interface, but signiﬁcantly more axons (10–15% of those that have grown
into the graft) will exit the graft and extend for longer
distances (>500 μm) after modulation of the inhibitory
extracellular matrix by application of the bacterial
enzyme chondroitinase (ChABC) [26, 38]. This combination of treatment strategies to enhance regeneration
beyond the PNG will be discussed in more detail below.
From a practical standpoint, the source of nerve for
grafting does not appear to matter when the extent of
axonal ingrowth in considered. A typical experiment in
many laboratories will utilize the sciatic nerve or one of
Neurotherapeutics, Vol. 8, No. 2, 2011
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its branches (tibial or peroneal nerve) because of their
large size relative to the spinal cord injury site. In the
case of a complete transection lesion 2 pieces of tibial
nerve placed into the cavity side by side are sufﬁcient to
appose most of the surface area of the injured spinal
cord. Others have used multiple pieces of smaller
intercostal nerves stabilized by ﬁbrin glue to ﬁll a
complete transection lesion [39–41] or multiple nerve
segments embedded in a pre-formed matrix [42]. In these
latter situations both ends of the grafts simultaneously
were apposed to the injured spinal cord, ﬁtting between
the cut ends of the complete spinal cord lesion site,
allowing for bidirectional growth. This approach is most
efﬁcient when there is a short lesion cavity to be
“spanned”. In contrast is the situation where one end of
the PNG is apposed ﬁrst, to allow axons to enter the graft
and grow to the distal end before being apposed to the
spinal cord. The length or size of spinal cord injury does
not impact on the use of this “bridging” approach. The
pros and cons for each approach will be discussed in
more detail below, but one reason for delaying the
grafting of one end is that this restricts the type of axons
that eventually ﬁll the graft to being primarily descending
(motor) or ascending (sensory) axons, allowing the
investigator to focus on one functional type or the other.
It also makes it possible to have 2 grafts in the same
animal, 1 for descending and 1 for ascending axons, to
study the response by both ﬁber types to different
treatments (see below).
A ﬁnal consideration is that there is a readily available
source of peripheral nerves within the subject that can be
used as autologous grafts. This approach obviates the
need for long term immunosuppression to prevent graft
rejection and substantiates the potential of applying a
peripheral nerve grafting approach to a clinical setting.
While some loss of function likely will result from
harvesting of autologous nerves, it is possible to use a
purely cutaneous nerve (such as the sural nerve) to
minimize further loss of motor function in the SCI
subject.
Experimental approaches using a PNG
A video format of the complete surgical procedure has
been published in the Journal of Visualized Experiments
(JoVE) [43] so that investigators can explore this treatment strategy for incorporation into their own experimentation.
In the simplest situation involving a small, acute
injury, a pre-degenerated segment of peripheral nerve
can be harvested and immediately placed into the spinal
cord, spanning the cuts ends of the cord (FIG. 1a). The
extent of injury in terms of region of spinal cord affected
does not impact on the success of this approach, as a
partial hemisection lesion up to a complete transection
lesion has been treated in this manner. An acute
Neurotherapeutics, Vol. 8, No. 2, 2011

contusion injury is difﬁcult to treat with this approach
because the cavity necessary to accommodate the PNG
does not form for at least 7 days (in rats) after injury.
Even then, there is a need to remove cellular debris from
the lesion epicenter for correct placement of the graft.
When dealing with a sub-chronic or a chronic (>4 weeks)
injury, a spatial and temporal sequence of surgical
procedures and treatment strategies (FIG. 1b) must be
instituted to facilitate axonal growth into and beyond the
graft back into the spinal cord.
The isolation and cutting of the target peripheral nerve
is the ﬁrst step for any of the treatment approaches using
a PNG. Routinely we use the tibial nerve in the hind limb
(autologous or heterologous), making a ligation and cut
at the branch point from the sciatic nerve, at a mid-thigh
level. The cut nerve is left in situ and overlying muscle
and skin closed. After 7–10 days the distal nerve segment
is harvested just prior to being grafted into the injured
spinal cord. For an acute spanning procedure the
perineurium is stripped from both ends of the nerve
segment to decrease the formation of scar tissue by
ﬁbroblasts that might inﬁltrate into the graft-host interface. The length of the nerve segment is trimmed to ﬁt
snuggly against the cut ends of the lesion and inserted
lengthwise into the cavity, sometimes with ﬁbrin glue
added to secure the graft ends to spinal cord tissue [39].
The dura mater is sutured over the PNG to keep it in
place. For an acute bridging nerve graft the perineurium
is stripped from the end of the nerve segment to be
apposed to one end of the lesion cavity. The PNG is
secured in place by suturing the perineurium to the dura
mater followed by a partial closure of the dura mater over
the proximal end of the PNG. The distal end of the PNG
is left unapposed to the spinal cord, with the length of the
nerve segment lying on top of the dura mater. Apposition
of the distal end is delayed to allow time for axons to
regenerate into and through the graft, so that they are in
an active growth mode when the distal end eventually is
apposed. Regeneration into the PNG begins around 7–
10 days after grafting and axons reach the distal end 2–
3 weeks later. For longer grafts, as in the cat, a longer
period (5–6 weeks) for axon extension through the graft
is necessary. The next procedure is to create a fresh
lesion for apposition of the distal end of the PNG.
Usually this entails an aspiration lesion of the dorsal
quadrant of the spinal cord several segments from the
proximal apposition site. Upon hemostasis the distal end
of the PNG is trimmed by 1–2 mm, perineurium is
stripped back and the distal end is inserted ﬁrmly into the
cavity and secured by suturing perineurium to dura
mater. The strategy for grafting into a chronic injury
requires that scar tissue be surgically removed by micro
scissors and aspiration before the proximal end of the
nerve segment can be apposed. Microinjections of
ChABC and the neurotrophic factor GDNF are made
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FIG. 1. Surgical procedures and timeline for the implantation of PNGs that span (a) or bridge (b) a spinal cord lesion. ChABC bacterial
enzyme chondroitinase; CSPG cavity to digest proteoglycan; PNG peripheral nerve graft; SCI spinal cord injury.

into and several mm rostral to the cavity to digest
proteoglycans (CSPGs) that are inhibitory to axonal
growth and to activate a regenerative program within
chronically injured neurons [26, 44, 45], respectively.
Work with chronically injured rats has shown that this
combination treatment is necessary to achieve axonal
ingrowth into the proximal end of the PNG that is
comparable to an acutely placed graft [46]. The proximal
end of the graft is apposed and secured as with the acute
grafts and the distal end left unapposed, extradurally
above the spinal cord. After allowing sufﬁcient time for
axons to grow to the distal end the procedure for
apposing the distal end is as described for the acute
grafts except that ChABC is microinjected into and
around the fresh lesion site and then again 3 days later,
before the distal end is apposed.
There are several ways that axons within and beyond
the graft can be examined. Anatomically, anterograde
tracers, such as biotinylated dextran amine (BDA), can
be microinjected into speciﬁc regions of the brain stem or
spinal cord to label descending spinal pathways that

contribute axons to the PNG. In this case, a survival time
of 1–2 weeks is necessary to allow complete transport of
the tracer into distal axons to label all axons within the
graft but without direct identiﬁcation of their source.
The determination of successful regeneration requires
electrophysiological measures to establish conduction
along regrowing axons and the formation of functional
synapses. We have indication of functional regeneration
in a complete transection rat model with a PNG that
spans the lesion site (FIG. 2a). Cord dorsum potentials
were recorded from the surface of the spinal cord below
the lesion site following intraspinal stimulation of the
cord rostral to the graft. This illustrates that electrical
activity can be transmitted by regenerated axons in the
graft since lidocaine injection caused a sharp decrease of
the amplitude and an increase in response threshold.
Motor-evoked potentials are also frequently used to
assess conduction in PNGs after a complete SCI. We
also have observed recovery of magnetically motorevoked potentials 6 weeks after a complete transection
and PNG (FIG. 2b). Anatomical evidence of synaptic
Neurotherapeutics, Vol. 8, No. 2, 2011
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FIG. 2. a, Cord dorsum potentials recorded from the spinal cord and axial musculature surrounding the cord before and after 2 successive injections of lidocaine in the PNG in response to the stimulation of the spinal cord rostral to the PNG. Interelectrode distance:
~6 mm. b, Magnetic motor-evoked potentials recorded from left and right gastrocnemius muscle before and after a complete thoracic
SCI and spanning PNG. EMG=electromyogram.

activity between regenerated axons in the PNG and spinal
cord neurons is established by an increase in the number
of cFos immunoreactive neurons near the graft-host
interface after electrical stimulation of the PNG [38, 47].
Regeneration after acute SCI
Work in the mid to late 1980’s advanced our understanding of the variety of responses by axotomized
neurons to the presence of a PNG [48] and the ﬁrst
demonstration of a return of physiological activity by the
connection of a PNG between medullary respiratory
neurons and neurons in the phrenic nucleus [49]. Cheng
and Olsen [39] described the use of multiple intercostal
nerves to span a complete transection lesion, in combination with ﬁbrin glue and αFGF. These PNGs were
apposed such that white matter motor tracts aligned with
Neurotherapeutics, Vol. 8, No. 2, 2011

grey matter motor neuron pools and ascending white
matter tracts with grey matter sensory neuron pools. This
transplantation study has resulted in behavioral, electrophysiological, and anatomical improvements. Forelimb
stepping, partial weight support, and movement in all
three joints were observed after PNG + αFGF treatment
[39, 40]. Motor-evoked potentials [41, 42] and somatosensory potentials [40] were recorded from animals that
received this transplantation strategy. Serotonin positive
ﬁbers found in the cord caudal to the PNG indicated
axonal outgrowth from the graft [41]. Results from
standardizing the connection of intercostals nerves from
grey matter to white matter by a prosthesis device show
that the device remains correctly positioned six months
after grafting and recording of motor-evoked potentials
can be obtained from 80% of the animals [42].
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FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of sagittal view shows sciatic branches grafted into a lower complete thoracic injury. Tibial branch is
apposed to the rostral wall and peroneal branch is apposed to the caudal wall. aPNG peripheral nerve graft with ascending axons; dPNG
peripheral nerve graft with descending axons.

Descending regenerating axons cannot be distinguished
from ascending regenerating axons within these spanning
grafts, but this can be overcome by apposing individual
branches of the sciatic nerve as bridging grafts to either
rostral or caudal wall of the lesion (FIG. 3). Delaying
distal end apposition of each PNG allows the separation
of descending regeneration in the rostrally apposed PNG
from ascending regeneration in the caudally apposed
PNG. Currently we are examining the effects of exerciseinduced increase in neurotrophic factors in the spinal
cord above and below the level of injury [50] to
determine if a local increase in endogenous factors might
improve axonal regeneration into, and possibly out of,
these differently apposed PNGs.
Our ﬁrst study of regeneration into a PNG in rats was
completed almost 20 years ago [51] when we demonstrated that propriospinal neurons were retrogradely
labeled with True Blue that had been applied to the
distal end of a graft that had been apposed to a upper
lumbar level spinal cord injury site. Since then we have
demonstrated that neurotrophic factors are necessary to
encourage regeneration by chronically injured neurons
[46]; that growth beyond the distal end of the graft is
enhanced by treating the area with ChABC leading to
some return of functional activity [26]; that PNGs can be
placed into a cervical contusion injury without causing
secondary behavioral deﬁcits and still support regeneration [52]; that the combination of ChABC and PNG in a
chronic contusion injury model will lead to axonal
regeneration, formation of functional synapses across
the lesion and some degree of behavioral recovery [38].
Currently we are testing whether forced exercise of the
impaired fore limb [52] will lead to improved functional
recovery in chronically injured rats that receive a PNG
and ChABC treatment. Together these studies establish
the general approach of PN grafting experiments and
provide insight into the unique features of grafting after a
chronic injury that must be dealt with for clinical success.
Another set of experiments involves a combined
treatment approach where ChABC was provided at the
rostral PNG-spinal cord interface to encourage axonal
growth into the graft and at the distal PNG-spinal cord
interface to encourage axonal outgrowth back into the
spinal cord. Retrograde tracing experiments demonstra-

ted that the majority of axons growing into a lower
thoracic level graft are from thoracic propriospinal
neurons, with some contribution by reticulospinal and
vestibulospinal neurons [33]. Extension of regenerated
axons beyond the distal PNG-spinal cord interface was
observed by anterograde tracing experiments and electrical stimulation of the PNG promoted cFos expression
in distal spinal neurons, which was indicative of synaptic
activity by regenerated axons exiting the graft. Currently
we are performing this grafting approach in combination
with hind limb training (either bicycling or stepping) for
rats [50], to assess changes in motoneuron excitability
after SCI and the possibility of attracting regenerating
axons towards the CPG of the lumbar spinal cord in
response to the rhythmic activity during training.
Regeneration by chronically injured axons
The vast majority of SCI patients are living with
injuries they sustained long ago. Chronically injured
neurons exist in a long-term atrophic state and have lowlevel expression of regeneration-associated genes
(RAGs) [53, 54] suggesting that long-injured axons have
an even lower propensity to regrow than do freshly
injured axons. Complicating the issue is the observation
that the glial scar tissue surrounding the injury site is
signiﬁcantly denser than what is present after an acute
lesion. Several groups, including ours, have physically
removed (debrided) and/or chemically modulated the
established scar tissue to maximize axon penetration into
a growth-promoting substratum, such as a PNG [51, 55].
Debridement may also serve to promote outgrowth by
relesioning long-injured axons. Surprisingly, injuring
axons a second time does not lead to additional cell loss
[56] but instead initiates a rapid increase in expression of
ßII-tubulin and growth-associated protein-43 [53].
Debridement is not the only method that is able to spark
a regenerative response of chronically injured axons.
Treatment of a chronic lesion cavity with neurotrophic
factors, such as BDNF or GDNF, prior to transplantation
of a PN results in increased expression of RAGs [45] and
pronounced regeneration of long-injured axons into the
PNG [46]. Moreover, robust regrowth of chronically
injured axons into a PN is seen following delayed GDNF
treatment of a one or two month-old lesion cavity in
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which scar tissue was left intact [38, 52]. Administering
neurotrophic factors to the cell bodies of long-injured
axons also appears to have positive effects. Kwon and
colleagues [57] delivered BDNF into the red nucleus one
year after injuring the rubrospinal tract and found that
BDNF-treatment reversed cell atrophy, increased RAG
expression, and promoted axonal regeneration.
Multiple groups have demonstrated that long-injured
supraspinal axons are able to extend into various types of
delayed grafts [58–60]. As with acute SCI, regeneration
of chronically injured axons into a PNG overcomes but
one hurdle; getting axons to extend out of the graft to
reform synapses distal to the injury is, perhaps, an even
larger stumbling block. We hypothesized that combining
a PNG bridge and ChABC, similar to our acute injury
strategy [26], would also be effective in a chronic injury
setting. Indeed, we found that chronically injured axons
that grew into the PNG emerged from it and reinnervated
the distal spinal cord [38], leading to behavioral improvements and expression of cFos in neurons beyond the
distal interface when the PNG was electrically stimulated, indicating that axons within the graft formed active
synapses.
Although it is very encouraging to observe functional
regeneration by chronically injured axons, it is important
to note that thousands of axons remain “trapped” within
the distal PNG and it is our challenge to develop new
strategies to “encourage” greater outgrowth. Simply
increasing BDNF levels distal the graft did not further
enhance chronically axons’ ability to regenerate out of
the graft as similar numbers of axons were found
following ChABC-treatment or ChABC+BDNF-treatment, but it did increase the number of cFos+ neurons
distal to the graft compared to just BDNF or just ChABC
treatment. Thus, there appears to be a synergism between
ChABC-mediated promotion of axonal regeneration and
BDNF expression in the distal spinal cord that may either
enhance the ability of regenerated axons to form
synapses or improve synaptic efﬁciency. Future considerations for strategies to “push” axons beyond the distal
interface to reinnervate spinal cord include those that
have been shown to improve the intrinsic ability of
mature axons to regrow; such as manipulating genes
associated with protein synthesis (PTEN/mTOR) [61],
administering neurotrophins to the cell body in addition
to the lesion cavity [57] or electrical stimulation of
neurons or their regrowing axons [62, 63].
Functional recovery with PNGs
Despite several reports of successful axonal growth
within a PNG, there are few studies that correlate
evidence of anatomical repair with electrophysiological
or functional recovery. This disparity is most likely due
to the poor re-entry of regenerated axons back into the
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host spinal cord. Conversely, some groups have shown
evidence of functional recovery after a PNG inserted into
a complete lesion cavity but this recovery, in many cases,
is not supported by anatomical evidence of axonal
growth. For example, motor-evoked potentials with a
delayed latency 6 months after a complete thoracic
transection and implantation of a molded prosthesis
containing 12 peripheral nerve grafts (intercostal nerves)
were observed but the axons that grew into the grafts did
not exit the transition zone between the graft and spinal
cord [42]. The nerve graft was found to be ﬁlled by
axons which ended at the transition zone between the
graft and the host spinal cord, but apparently, sporadic
axons traveled further back into the spinal cord where
they might have formed functional synaptic contacts.
Electrophysiological assessment of conduction in a PN
graft is a great technical challenge. It is difﬁcult to
establish that the physiologic effects obtained are due
directly to electrical activation of neuronal ﬁbers within
the graft and not to current spread or conduction along
intact tracts when the SCI is incomplete. Some reports
claim that PNGs inserted after a thoracic level (T8)
complete SCI are capable of being electrically stimulated
and of conducting action potentials, although with
limited success [64]. However, the compound action
potentials (CAPs) evoked by direct graft stimulation have
a very short latency (0.9 ms). The short distance between
the stimulating electrode and recording electrodes create
a technical challenge, making it difﬁcult to distinguish
with certainty CAPs from the stimulation artifact.
There are instances where function is unquestionably
linked to axonal regeneration within a PNG. Salame and
Dum [37] demonstrated that axons regenerating within a
PN bridging the brainstem and ipsilateral cervical spinal
cord conduct action potentials and form functional
synapses. Importantly, stimulation of the PN elicited
electromygram responses in head and neck muscles that
disappeared upon crushing the graft. Lee et al. (2002)
found that in animals that received the combination of
PNs and αFGF into a mid-thoracic transection site had
improved BBB scores and somatosensory- and motorevoked potentials (SSEP and MEP, respectively). Retransection of the spinal cord resulted in the loss of both SSEP
and MEP, and the animals’ BBB scores dropped to control
group scores. Similarly, we demonstrated that combining
PNG and ChABC promotes recovery of function following a cervical hemisection. Animals were better able to use
their affected forepaw after the combined treatment than
with PNG and vehicle, and this recovery was lost after the
PNG was severed [26].
Perhaps the most successful model regarding electrophysiological evidence of functional recovery is nerve
grafting and axonal regeneration of respiratory pathways.
Gauthier and colleagues [59, 65, 66] have worked
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extensively on demonstrating functional axonal regrowth
of central respiratory neurons. The proximal end of the
peroneal nerve was acutely implanted in the medulla
oblongata, in close proximity to respiratory cell bodies.
Unitary discharges recorded from single ﬁbers in the
grafts conﬁrmed that they were constituted of afferent
and efferent respiratory pathways. Respiratory neurons
that regenerated axons within the graft displayed spontaneous activity and had normal responses to respiratory
activities (lung inﬂation/deﬂation, asphyxia, hyperventilation) [67]. If the distal end was left unapposed, spontaneous activity would stop after 3 months. Therefore,
physiological function was maintained/regained in regenerating axons of respiratory neurons but this function was
not preserved indeﬁnitely in the absence of functional
reconnection. When the distal end was apposed to the level
of the phrenic nucleus, stimulation of the bridge elicited
responses in the phrenic nerve that reﬂected a postsynaptic
activation of the phrenic target [66]. These results indicate
that, when provided with an appropriate denervated target,
central respiratory neurons with regenerated axons along a
nerve bridge can remain functional for a long period and
can make precise and speciﬁc functional reconnections
with appropriate target neurons.
There have been no reports of inappropriate functional
activity (such as spasticity or pain) resulting from
grafting of PN segments into the injured spinal cord.
This does not preclude the possibility of aberrant
synaptic contact by axons that emerge from the graft
but at this time we have no evidence of undesired
behavior following use of PNGs.
Application of PNGs to a large animal SCI model
Acute PNG experiments have been performed in cats
[36, 68, 69] and non human primates [70] to replicate
ﬁndings in another species and in a larger animal model.
Similar to what was observed in the early rat studies,
axons grew into the grafts and they were myelinated by
Schwann cells, but there was no evidence of growth back
into the spinal cord [39]. Our recent work with cats
sought to advance this early work by testing more current
grafting strategies in a spinal cord that is closer in size to
humans; the mean length of the feline spinal cord is
34 cm [71] versus 40–45 cm in humans [72]. Adult
female cats received a lower cervical (C7) partial hemisection lesion with acute apposition of a segment of
autologous tibial nerve to the lesion site [36]. Five weeks
later a dorsal quadrant lesion cavity was created at T1,
the lesion site was treated with ChABC 3 days later and
the distal end of the PNG was apposed to the “fresh”
injury site. Using morphological and electrophysiological
techniques we were able to replicate many of the results
obtained with rats. Grafts were full with several thousand
myelinated axons. We observed BDA-labeled axons that
had extended back into the cord. Axon conduction
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through the graft was established by stimulating the
spinal cord rostral to the graft and recording from the
graft surface. Furthermore, graft stimulation induced
cFos in spinal cord neurons close to the distal apposition
site (similar to our rat data), indicating synaptic activation
through regenerated axons. We also were able to elicit
electromyogram responses in the triceps muscle through
antidromic activation of axons that had grown into the
graft. Thus, using a cat SCI model, we are more able to
measure physiological activity within the grafts opening the
exciting possibilities for a more detailed analysis of any
locomotor recovery and elucidating underlying electrophysiological mechanisms responsible for this recovery.
We have illustrated here that PN grafting is a
promising repair strategy that has great potential to
enhance functional recovery after SCI. It provides a
permissive environment to support regeneration of
injured axons and a physical substratum to direct them
toward a speciﬁc target. This therapeutic approach is
clinically relevant, showing successful regrowth in acute
and chronic situations, with mild to severe SCI, at
cervical or thoracic level and can functionally reestablish synaptic contact in respiratory, visual, motor
and sensory systems. PNGs can unequivocally be part of
a successful combinatory treatment strategy in SCI
management, as continuing efforts are made to outline
what complementary treatment will maximally promote
structural and functional repair.
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